
FIS2005 http://www.mdpi.org/�s2005/Information from Molecules:A Pluridisciplinary Approach to the Sense of SmellJean-Pierre RosparsUMR 1272 "Physiologie de l'insecte", Universit�e P. & M. Curie - INA-PG - INRACentre de recherches INRA de Versailles, 78026 Versailles Cedex, France.E-mail: rospars@versailles.inra.frAbstract: In animals the sense of smell is the most ancient and most essential of senses becauseit is involved in behaviours indispensable for survival such as �nding and identifying food andmate. Nonetheless it has been for long the most neglected in scienti�c studies. Being the mostprimitive of senses, it was considered less interesting than the "noble" ones, hearing and seeing,on which conscious human communications are based. The situation changed in 1991 when LindaBuck and Richard Axel, who received the Nobel prize last year, discovered "a new gene family"whose function is to code for olfactory receptors. Wheras only a few tens of di�erent receptorproteins were expected, they found a thousand ones, so 3% of genes serve to code for olfactoryreceptors only, a quite large proportion for a sense deemed of secondary importance. This discov-ery turned an obscure �eld of science into a promising one, attracting a host of researchers fromvarious disciplines.In this talk I will present the current status of our understanding of olfaction, the nature ofodorants and the long chain of events involved in their perception. The molecular mechanismsby which volatile molecules are detected at extremely low concentrations, as well as the cerebralneural networks converting the raw signals into meaningful messages, will be described. The rich-ness of information that can be retrieved from odor plumes and the principles by which olfactoryinformation is coded and processed in the brain will be presented. Examples taken from bothinvertebrates and vertebrates will illustrate how qualitative, intensitive and temporal aspects ofodour signals are discriminated, and actually utilized by animals in various behaviours. The psy-chological, evolutionary and technological signi�cance of these advances will also be outlined too�er a concise but comprehensive introduction to information processing in olfactory systems.c2005 by MDPI (http://www.mdpi.org). Reproduction for noncommercial purposes permitted.


